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Platypus Police Squad: The Frog Who Croaked
2013-05-07

platypus police squad the frog who croaked is the first in a series of zany action
packed middle grade mysteries featuring platypus police detectives rick zengo and
corey o malley when a call comes in about a crime down at the docks involving a
missing schoolteacher and a duffle bag full of illegal fish zengo and o malley are
going to have to learn to set their differences aside if they want to get to the
bottom of this especially when the clues all point to frank pandini jr kallamazoo s
first son and its most powerful well respected businessman fans of adam rex jon
scieszka and jarrett j krosoczka s own lunch lady graphic novels will flip for
jarrett s series of funny illustrated platypus police squad middle grade novels

Platypus Police Squad: The Ostrich Conspiracy
2014-05-06

jarrett j krosoczka is back with the ostrich conspiracy the second installment in a
fast paced action packed and hilarious middle grade series featuring two platypus
detectives perfect for fans of diary of a wimpy kid big nate and lunch lady the
opening of the kalamazoo city dome the world s largest indoor amusement complex has
everyone in the city buzzing especially because it s going to be the shooting site
for chase mercy s new blockbuster film but that s when things start to go haywire



who would want to sabotage the dome and why detectives rick zengo and corey o malley
are on the case

Platypus Police Squad: The Frog Who Croaked
2013-05-07

platypus police squad the frog who croaked is the first in a series of zany action
packed middle grade mysteries featuring platypus police detectives rick zengo and
corey o malley when a call comes in about a crime down at the docks involving a
missing schoolteacher and a duffle bag full of illegal fish zengo and o malley are
going to have to learn to set their differences aside if they want to get to the
bottom of this especially when the clues all point to frank pandini jr kallamazoo s
first son and its most powerful well respected businessman fans of adam rex jon
scieszka and jarrett j krosoczka s own lunch lady graphic novels will flip for
jarrett s new series of illustrated middle grade novels

Platypus Police Squad: Never Say Narwhal
2016-05-17

from jarrett j krosoczka comes never say narwhal the final installment in the
hilarious high action illustrated middle grade series featuring two platypus
detectives perfect for fans of diary of a wimpy kid big nate and jarrett s own lunch



lady series frank pandini jr is the mayor of kalamazoo city and everyone is
celebrating everyone except for zengo o malley and cooper who can t seem to close a
single case to make matters worse a mysterious hulking shadow has appeared in waters
around kc could this spell the end for the platypus police squad

Platypus Police Squad: The Ostrich Conspiracy
2014-05-06

jarrett j krosoczka is back with the ostrich conspiracy the second installment in a
fast paced action packed and hilarious middle grade series featuring two platypus
detectives perfect for fans of diary of a wimpy kid big nate and lunch lady the
opening of the kalamazoo city dome the world s largest indoor amusement complex has
everyone in the city buzzing especially because it s going to be the shooting site
for chase mercy s new blockbuster film but that s when things start to go haywire
who would want to sabotage the dome and why detectives rick zengo and corey o malley
are on the case

I Got a Monster
2020-07-21

the explosive true story of america s most corrupt police unit the gun trace task
force gttf which terrorized the city of baltimore for half a decade when baltimore



police sergeant wayne jenkins said he had a monster he meant he had found a big time
drug dealer one that he wanted to rob this is the story of jenkins and the gun trace
task force gttf a super group of dirty detectives who exploited some of america s
greatest problems guns drugs toxic masculinity and hypersegregation in the upside
down world of the gttf cops were robbers and drug dealers were the perfect victims
because no one believed them when the federal government finally arrested the gttf
for robbery and racketeering in 2017 the stories of victims began to come out
revealing a vast criminal enterprise operating within the baltimore police
department cops planted heroin to cover up a fatal crash that resulted from a
botched robbery they stole hundreds of thousands of dollars faked video evidence and
forged a letter trying to break up the marriage of one of their victims to keep his
wife from paying a lawyer and a homicide detective was killed the day before he was
scheduled to testify against the crooked cops i got a monster is the shocking
history of the rise and fall of the most corrupt cops in america from baynard woods
and brandon soderberg

Platypus Police Squad: Last Panda Standing
2015-05-05

from jarrett j krosoczka comes last panda standing the third installment in the
hilarious high action illustrated middle grade series featuring two platypus
detectives perfect for fans of diary of a wimpy kid big nate and jarrett s own lunch
lady series the kalamazoo city mayoral race is heating up and frank pandini jr has



been threatened by a mysterious assailant he requests a special platypus police
squad protection detail detective rick zengo this leaves o malley to be partnered up
with jo cooper the newest detective on the force can zengo get to the bottom of the
attacks without o malley backing him up

The Awkward Squad
2017-03-09

suspended from her job as a promising police officer for firing one bullet too many
anne capestan is expecting the worst when she is summoned to h q to learn her fate
instead she is surprised to be told that she is to head up a new police squad
working on solving old cold cases though relieved to still have a job capestan is
not overjoyed by the prospect of her new role even less so when she meets her new
team a crowd of misfits troublemakers and problem cases none of whom are fit for
purpose and yet none of whom can be fired but from this inauspicious start
investigating the cold cases throws up a number a number of strange mysteries for
capestan and her team was the old lady murdered seven years ago really just the
victim of a botched robbery who was behind the dead sailor discovered in the seine
with three gunshot wounds and why does there seem to be a curious link with a ferry
that was shipwrecked off the florida coast many years previously translated from the
french by sam gordon



Airplane Cheap Detective Dracula Dead Python Grail
Police Squad North Exposure
2014-03

join the hilarious adventures of spunky rooster as he tries to get rid of 30 000 000
in 30 days thud and terrain of airline private eye lewd paw paw patch and grasper
blubbery the bland fox and the slyer wolf also the gray rabbit and the blue chipmunk
marlin the white spam famous for her speeches white wang wren feel you call this
lake placid because nobody wants to buy used meat king author sir bedwetter sir
goatherd budget carper dr piggy dr winsome o brian of judea dr jowl freshman hauling
vinegar chevy trombone detective flank drubbing nerd bug and many more

Manhattan D. A. 's Police Squad
2017-07-10

the story of the manhattan district attorney s police squad began in 1934 with a
runaway grand jury the jury had publicly complained that the district attorney
william c dodge wasn t doing enough to keep the streets safe from organized crime
governor herbert h lehman appointed tom dewey as special prosecutor for manhattan
under tom dewey and later frank hogan robert morgenthau and cyrus vance the da
targeted the mobsters who were ruining the city in this fascinating history former
new york city detective sergeant bob nicholson shares case studies from his own time



with the district attorney and removes the mystique of the new york city mafia he
explains exactly how mobsters exert control over certain industries and city systems
he also shares the surprising history of the animosity between the manhattan da and
the fbi j edgar hoover himself objected to the efficiency of the office and may have
committed a federal crime to keep new york mobsters safe from the long arm of the
law despite fbi interference the da set its sights on mob bosses charles lucky
luciano and meyer lansky as well as other famous names as nicholson s work shows to
the da no one is above the law

Miami Police Squad
2022

bad luck magnet abby fitzpatrick gets fired catches her boyfriend cheating with a
mime and is cursed by an evil genie who pops out of a tampon box she s bound and
determined to remove the spell and as fate would have it the hottest guy she s ever
met is out to kill her river stone a cryptid hunter for legends and myths police
squad l a m p s poses as sheriff for abby s hometown of haber cove new jersey he s
out to find and capture a man eating gnome and bag the legendary jersey devil
monster little does he realize the woman who catches his heart is the same creature
that he was sent to destroy tempting the light is the first novel in the l a m p s
series that features hunky secret agents who find true love while hunting and
slaying dangerous cryptids



Tempting the Light
2017-08-20

the amazing true story of one of great britain s most notorious heists and the crack
team that brought the perpetrators to justice on august 8 1963 a group of fifteen
men dressed in military uniforms stopped the royal mail train running between
glasgow and london at sears crossing in ledburn the gang uncoupled the engine and
first two cars drove them to a different location and then disappeared with one
hundred and twenty mailbags containing more than 2 5 million in used banknotes a
number of books have already been published about england s infamous great train
robbery but until now little has been written about the intensive police
investigation and the intrepid team that hunted down the criminals responsible in
this riveting true crime chronicle author journalist and former police detective
geoff platt explores the execution and aftermath of the brazen criminal enterprise
that british newspapers dubbed the crime of the century he introduces readers to
members of the elite flying squad organized by the old grey fox det chief
superintendent tommy butler and details step by step the organization and execution
of the massive police inquiry and exposes the mistakes that hindered the robbers and
the investigators alike in addition platt compares the methods used more than fifty
years ago with contemporary crime fighting and forensic techniques to explore how
the same investigation would most likely be run today a fascinating study of crime
and detection the great train robbery and the metropolitan police flying squad
shines a brilliant new light on a legendary act of audacious criminality



The Great Train Robbery and the Metropolitan Police
Flying Squad
2015-03-31

l a m p s hunter leif gunther grew up as an only child he has a system for keeping
order in his life while hunting cryptids he enjoys the solitude and quiet the job
provides until a chatty redhead is assigned to assist him in his quest for the pack
of goochies terrorizing west virginia and his systemized life gets turned upside
down cleaning up after cryptids is not holly mcclure s favorite job she d rather be
hunting like her four brothers her boss pairs her with the same man who stole her
hunter spot now she has an opportunity to show she s a better hunter not to mention
she has to keep her fairy godmother who just happens to be a sheepsquatch a secret
from leif leif just has three rules keep quiet stay out of my way and don t touch my
stuff too bad holly can t help breaking them repeatedly drawn together by the chase
leif and holly find that if they work together they make a great hunting team and
their passion grows as they pursue their prey

Pursuing the Light: Legends and Myths Police Squad
(L.A.M.P.S. Book 2)
2018-03-28



pet lover and animal activist pepper peterson has a secret she inherited the
caretaker position of the notorious hell hounds from her deceased aunt every year on
halloween she opens the gates to hell and sets them free to mark the souls of the
damned only this year she lost the magic whistle to call them home and the massive
black beasts run amok causing mischief in the town ottar jones holds the position of
senior boss man at l a m p s legends and myths police squad secret government agency
ottar appalls pepper he s the most barbaric man she s ever met but she can t stop
thinking about the sexy brute when he finally chooses to show up to repair her
dinosaur statue it couldn t have happened at a worse time ottar s calendar has been
packed full of mythical beasts to capture upon return to haber cove for his friend
river s wedding he has to contend with the crazy but hot vegan s dinosaur but a
surprise awaits him haber cove is infested with flesh eating ankle biting jack a
lopes and a pack of large black hell hounds will all hell break loose when he finds
who let the dogs out or will pepper turn out to be the one woman who can tame the
savage aussie hunter light untamed is the third novel in the l a m p s series that
features hunky secret agents who find true love while hunting dangerous cryptids

Light Untamed: Legends and Myths Police Squad
(L.A.M.P.S.Book 3)
2019-04-14

the new zealand police armed offenders squads are never far from the headlines
called out to the wost case scenarios in which lives are in danger their exploits



make them a media magnet but despite this little is known about the people behind
the masks in conjunction with the tv documentary series line of fire this book seeks
to go behind the public facade of the aos to get inside the heads of men and women
who have served in the squads through the five decades of their existence to find
out what sort of person willingly steps into the line of fire to ensure that the
country we live in is a safer place

Line of Fire
2009

an unprecedented behind the scenes look at the men who protect us from the most
frightening prospect of life in the age of terrorism in my mind it s all business i
don t worry about my family i don t worry about a function that i m doing after work
i just worry about what s at hand and what s at hand is that package detective first
grade joe putkowski nypd bomb squad the new york city police department bomb squad
is the oldest such squad in the nation founded in 1903 each year its thirty three
members make more than two hundred stress filled bomb runs in which they check
suspicious briefcases defuse hand grenades and even respond to art projects
constructed with real explosives the public rarely sees these men and when they do
it s usually from a distance telephoto pictures of helmeted figures in ninety pound
suits of kevlar armor starting on december 31 2003 in the heart of the new year s
eve action in times square journalists richard esposito and ted gerstein had
exclusive access to the nation s most elite police unit for an entire year their



often chilling never before told tales from the front line provide an extraordinary
view of the domestic war on terrorism

Bomb Squad
2010-07-05

the cop detective sergeant brant is tough and uncompromising as sleazy and ruthless
as the villains he s out to get while his violent methods may be questionable brant
always gets results the killer a psychopath has started a killing spree across
london calling himself the blitz his weapon of choice is a workman s hammer and his
victims are all cops the target the police squad are desperate to catch the killer
before he catches up with them and brant is top of his list

Blitz
2011-04-14

detective superintendent michael hames served in the metropolitan police for 32
years his book focuses on his years as head of scotland yard s obscene publications
branch also known as the dirty squad which dealt with pornography and became
increasingly involved with child sexual abuse



Annual Report on the Police Department of the City of
Boston, by the City Marshal
1897

general esdeath assembles a special police squad called the jaegers and sets her
sights on the annihilation of night raid in the name of the emperor meanwhile
tatsumi desperate to overcome the loss of another ally decides to participate in a
grand fighting tournament engineered by esdeath herself

The Dirty Squad
2000

starting in the 1930s urban police forces from new york city to montreal to
vancouver established youth squads and crime prevention programs dramatically
changing the nature of contact between cops and kids gone was the beat officer who
scared children and threatened youth instead a new breed of officer emerged whose
intentions were explicit befriend the rising generation good intentions however
produced paradoxical results in youth squad tamara gene myers chronicles the
development of youth consciousness among north american police departments myers
shows that a new comprehensive strategy for crime prevention was predicated on the
idea that criminals are not born but made by their cultural environments pinpointing
the origin of this paradigmatic shift to a period of optimism about the ability of



police to protect children she explains how by the middle of the twentieth century
police forces had intensified their presence in children s lives through juvenile
curfew laws police athletic leagues traffic safety and anti corruption campaigns and
school programs the book describes the ways that seemingly altruistic efforts to
integrate working class youth into society evolved into pervasive supervision and
surveillance normalizing the police presence in children s lives at the intersection
of juvenile justice policing and childhood history youth squad reveals how the
overpolicing of young people today is rooted in well meaning but misguided schemes
of the mid twentieth century

Reports of the Board of Police, in the Fire Department,
to the Common Council of the City of Chicago
1877

raymond is remembered by historians today for surviving a bomb placed in his
automobile by a secret squad of the los angeles police department after the bombing
newspapers across the country ran photographs showing him stalwartly smoking a
cigarette while doctors removed shrapnel from his legs this brazen attempt on his
life would transform los angeles leading to the recall of the mayor the termination
of many los angeles police department leaders and the imprisonment of members of a
secret lapd police squad the assassination attempt would also fuel the growth of las
vegas to where many la underworld figures migrated afterward for some harry raymond
would go down in los angeles history as a modern knight in the story of the city s



corrupt days a real life philip marlowe others looking back at his previous career
regarded him as the kind of cop marlowe hated brutal and unscrupulous although
raymond often worked for the lapd as a special investigator he also associated with
leading underworld figures of the twenties and thirties although it was never clear
which side he was on there was no doubt that he knew a lot about what was wrong with
los angeles and almost paid the ultimate price for his knowledge while my book
focuses mainly on raymond s career its backdrop is la s growth in the first decades
of the twentieth century it not only tells raymond s story for the first time but
also recounts the history of la s criminal underworld in the pre war era it should
appeal both to the general public and scholars interested in the history of los
angeles in the first part of the twentieth century

Akame ga KILL!
2015-10-27

an unprecedented behind the scenes look at the men who protect us from the most
frightening prospect of life in the age of terrorism in my mind it s all business i
dont worry about my family i dont worry about a function that im doing after work i
just worry about what s at hand and what s at hand is that package detective first
grade joe putkowski nypd bomb squad the new york city police department bomb squad
is the oldest such squad in the nation founded in 1903 each year its thirty three
members make more than two hundred stress filled bomb runs in which they check
suspicious briefcases defuse hand grenades and even respond to art projects



constructed with real explosives the public rarely sees these men and when they do
it s usually from a distance telephoto pictures of helmeted figures in ninety pound
suits of kevlar armor starting on december 31 2003 in the heart of the new year s
eve action in times square journalists richard esposito and ted gerstein had
exclusive access to the nation s most elite police unit for an entire year their
often chilling never before told tales from the front line provide an extraordinary
view of the domestic war on terrorism

Annual Report of the Board of Metropolitan Police of the
Metropolitan Police District
1891

includes over two hundred plates illustrating the police at work and early police
stations

Alpha Squad: The Complete Collection (A Collection of
Steamy Bear/Wolf Shifter Paranormal Romance)
2017-09-22

when the second world war ended england was bombed out and starving with practically
every saleable commodity rationed it was the age of austerity and criminal



opportunity thieves broke into warehouses hijacked trucks and ransacked rail yards
to feed the black market others stole recycled or forged ration coupons scotland
yard was 6 000 men under strength but something dramatic had to be done and it was
four of the yard s best informed detectives were summoned to form the special duties
squad and were told go out into the underworld gather your informants do whatever is
necessary to ensure that the gangs are smashed up we will never ask you to divulge
your sources of information but remember you must succeed they did divisional
detective inspector jack capstick a brilliant thief taker and informant runner
detective inspector henry clark who knew the south london villains as few other
detectives did and in addition possessed a punch like the kick of a mule and
detective sergeants matt brinnand and john gosling who topped the flying squad
wartime arrests both individually and collectively in under four years they arrested
789 criminals solved 1 506 cases and recovered stolen property valued at 250 000 or
10 million by today s standards with the aid of their informants undercover officers
and their own unsurpassed ability the special duties squad was a one off how the
four officers accomplished their task is divulged in this thrilling book using
hitherto unseen official documents and conversations from people who were there

Youth Squad
2019-10-24

somewhere in the teeming heart of london is a man on a lethal mission his cause a
long overdue lesson on the importance of manners when a man gives a public tongue



lashing to a misbehaving child or a parking lot attendant is rude to a series of
customers the manners killer makes sure that the next thing either sees is the
beginning of his own grisly end when he starts mailing letters to the southeast
london police squad he ll soon find out just how bad a man s manners can get the
southeast is dominated by the perpetual sneer of one inspector brant and while he
might or might not agree with the killer s cause and can even forgive his tactics to
some degree brant is just ornery enough to employ his trademark brand of amoral
borderline criminal policing to the hunt for the manners killer for if there s one
thing that drives the incomparable inspector it s the unshakeable conviction that if
anyone is going to be getting away with murder on his patch it ll be brant himself
thank you very much ken bruen s calibre is original and astonishing hard boiled noir

Annual Report of the Chief of Police
1983

marty is a professional bus shuttle driver and has been driving for many years his
occupation is one that puts him up front and personal with a special sector of our
society bus passengers over the years he has accumulated an assortment of short
stories while driving a city transit bus he wishes to share these stories with you
many of these stories are serious while others are mind boggling hilarious or just
make you say oh my gosh what were they thinking he has written this book using the
following parameters there are no swear words in this book he doesnt need to use
profanity to get his point across he does not identify any ethnic backgrounds of the



people in his stories marty wants people to view people without prejudice and bias
and lastly he was honest and told the truth to the best of his ability by doing this
he has found out that people dont like the truth and will go to extremes to avoid it
martys writings are unique because he writes like he talks he does this so that he
can relate to anybody who has ever told a story the stories that he tells are
inspirational motivational and humorous he has become a master story teller and
shares his stories with all who will listen so get on board put your fare in the box
grab a seat and be prepared for the ride of your life hey i m marty i drive the bus
book i is currently being sold worldwide

The Long Winding Road of Harry Raymond
2021-03-15

written by tony bedard art by claude st aubin and scott hanna cover by kalman
andrasofzky while super genius vril dox begins rebuilding his interplanetary police
squad l e g i o n in these stories from issues 15 20 starfire joins the team plus
dox confronts his father the superman villain brainiac while his own son lyrl tries
to destroy their home planet of colu on sale february 2 144 pg fc

Bomb Squad
2007-02-28



Rules and Regulations for the Government of the Police
Force of the City of Brooklyn as Determined by the
Commissioner of Police and Excise, Oct., 1893
1893

Our Police Protectors
1885

Scotland Yard's Ghost Squad
2011

Calibre
2007-04-01



The Laser Video Disc Companion
1988

Hey, I'm Marty. I Drive the Bus! Book Ii
2010-09-28

The Encyclopaedia Britannica
1888

The Encyclopædia Britannica
1885

The Encyclopædia Britannica
1898



The Encyclopaedia Britannica, Volume XIX
1890

The Encyclopedia Britannica
1885

Sons of Brainiac
2011
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